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automobile insurance
CHALLENGE
After a negative experience with their prior disaster recovery provider, this
Baltimore-based automobile insurance company sought a new disaster
recovery provider who would give them the time and attention they needed.
With a high-volume of sensitive data processed on their server, the security of
their data was a focal concern. The company wanted to secure their in-house
code so that it not only allowed for easy and consistent data transmission,
but also managed their data through a protected outlet. The company also
requested frequent tests of their disaster recovery plan.

Contact your sales representative
for more information.

RESULTS:
The company now has an entire site

SOLUTION
Along with new hardware for their network servers, the company also obtained
DP Solutions’ disaster recovery services, which included 24x7x365 tech support
and a recovery strategy they could depend on. DP Solutions also helped the client
create their own network and assisted with upgrading them to an enterpriseclass network by working closely with their team to understand the structure of
their in-house code and understanding what their ideal server infrastructure was.

protected in the event of a disaster, as well
as a dependable network infrastructure. DP
Solutions’ services have helped increase the
availability and uptime of server applications
at their corporate headquarters. As the
company seeks to expand their business and
alter their network, DP Solutions is there to
advise and assist with the adjustment of their
network servers’ internal architecture.

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING
With DP Solutions’ disaster recovery services, the organization receives fully
managed backups and offsite replication of their data. DP Solutions provided
them with new switches, firewalls, malware protection, and a Storage Area
Network (SAN). With multiple switches and two firewalls in place, several
Internet connections are accessible to their users. the organization also acquired
an enterprise-class network to better allow server permanence. The enterpriseclass solution regulates the server so that a single switch failure would not cause a
network crash or another switch to fail.

LEARN MORE
For reference information or to learn more about this client and the disaster
recovery solution provided contact your sales representative at 800.679.4377
or email sales@dpsolutions.com.
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